The vaccinations cannot guarantee that you will not get covid, flu, or RSV. But they do boost your immunity, so that if you are infected, you will probably have only a mild case and will avoid hospitalization.

The vaccines will not implant tracking devices, alter your DNA, affect your fertility, magnetize your body, or interfere with your natural immune system. They all passed vigorous tests and are all FDA-approved.

Most people need only one vaccine a year for flu and Covid—and only one every 2+ years for RSV—but you can safely take both the flu and Covid vaccines at the same unless your doctor advises otherwise.

Medicare, Medicaid, and most private insurers cover the cost of all three vaccines. And there are government programs that cover the cost for the uninsured.

This infographic is provided only for informational and educational purposes about current vaccines for influenza, Covid-19, and the Respiratory Syncytial Virus (RSV). This information is curated from reputable scientific, medical, and government sources. NCBA does not endorse any particular vaccine or other medical treatment and recommends that individuals consult with their physicians before pursuing any treatment for these viruses or any other medical concern.
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